
NEW FUNCTIONS IN SE5000-8 RG
• Start and end country reminder
• Border crossing assistance
• Automatic Local Time Adjustment (ALTA)
• Driver Timer Display (DTD)

Please see the driver and company manual for further details.

se5000.com/product-support

Start
If the card has been inserted for 180 minutes or more 
and the tachograph has been recording rest activity 
for that period, you will be prompted with begin place 

START AND END COUNTRY REMINDER
The start and end country reminders are a new function to remind the driver to enter 
a start or end country if the card is left in the tachograph during the daily rest.

End
If you set the activity to rest and then turn the ignition 
off, you will be prompted to register the end place. 
This will also trigger if you change the activity to rest 

when you turn the ignition on. Confirm if you wish 
to register a begin place, and thereafter confirm the 
country.

Please note, the display in the above red box is in English for all languages in SE5000-8 RG.

Please note, the display in the above red box is in English for all languages in SE5000-8 RG.

after you turned the ignition off. Confirm if you wish 
to register an end place and thereafter confirm the 
country.



If the driver does not confirm the prompt, it will continue 
prompting at every standstill until confirmed, as it’s a legal 
requirement from 2 February 2022 to confirm a border 
crossing.

Settings/Options
The default setting displays the country prompt for 
30 seconds, or until the driver confirms or cancels the 
reminder. The setting for the function can be changed 
with a company or workshop card.

The options are the following:

• OFF (no reminders)
• ON (reminder will be displayed until confirmed or cancelled)
• 30sec (reminder will be displayed for 30 seconds or until 

confirmed/cancelled)
• 2min (reminder will be displayed for 2 minutes, or until 

confirmed/cancelled)

BORDER CROSSING ASSISTANCE
120 seconds after the GNSS in the tachograph has 
detected that the vehicle has crossed a border, the border 
cross assistance function will activate.

This will prompt the driver at the first standstill to confirm 
the new country.

There is a new option in the SE5000-8 RG to allow 
the tachograph to automatically handle all local time 
adjustments. 

A new menu local time function, available for all users, 
is created with three options.

DRIVER TIMER DISPLAY (DTD)
The Driver Timer Display is a new display to assist the 
driver in keeping track of the drive and rest time when 
outside of the regular DDS calculation.

To activate the timers, press down/up from the main 
display until you reach the DTD, then long press OK 
until timers are shown.

To deactivate the function, press down/up from main 
display until you reach the DTD, then long press OK until 
timers reset and –h— is shown instead of digits.

The left side timer will count down a 4-hour and 
30-minute drive period since activation, or count down a 
45-minute break, or 30-minute break if the previous break 
was a 15-minute break.

The right-side timer will count from 00h00 until 99h59.

AUTOMATIC LOCAL TIME ADJUSTMENT (ALTA)

Please note, the display in the above red boxes are in English for all languages in SE5000-8 RG.

Please note, the display in the above red boxes are in English for all languages in SE5000-8 RG.

• OFF – No adjustment or prompts
• DST – Prompts for daylight saving time. This has been 

the standard setting in the SE5000
• ALTA – Automatic adjustment of local time according 

to time zone and daylight-saving time 


